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Advanced Passenger Information
Entertainment Solutions
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Working as a wholly owned subsidiary of Icomera, GoMedia develops consumer facing digital
solutions for transport operators worldwide. Our services are helping propel the move towards

Boost Passenger Satisfaction

Reduce Connectivity Costs

digitalisation by creating a complete and competitive end-to-end passenger information and
that

Our solutions are hosted locally on the vehicle. This

GoMedia’s services can lead to significant increases

keeps content available even in circumstances

in Customer Satisfaction Scores (CSAT), ridership,

when there is no external connectivity, and reduces

retention, and brand loyalty.

data costs associated with streaming media sites.

of passenger-centric applications to be deployed from a

Create Additional Revenue Streams

Icomera-Integrated Solutions

single piece of hardware, delivering both cost efficiency

Engaged passengers attract premium advertising

GoMedia’s services work seamlessly as part of

and long-term reliability.

and

Icomera’s

Independent

entertainment channel.

Many of us spend a significant proportion of our lives

assessments

have

shown

travelling, and GoMedia was born out of a simple desire
to make this time spent on transport both enjoyable and
productive; whether it’s checking everything is looking
OK on your onward journey during the morning
commute or sitting down to watch a movie on an intercity train, our services are designed to keep passengers
informed and entertained. A big bonus is that our
technology

seamlessly

integrates

with

Icomera’s

centralised connectivity platform, allowing a whole host

sponsorship

opportunities.

Additional

high-performance

centralised

revenues can be earned through at seat ordering,

connectivity platform and require no additional

upgrades, and affiliate programs.

hardware to be installed on board vehicles.

Fully Managed Services

Worldwide Expertise and Experience

We take care of everything from content licensing,

Working with train, coach, bus and plane operators

user experience design and development, to

in North America, Europe, Asia and Oceania, we are

technical

the global experts in delivering passenger-centric

This requirement for digital solutions has undoubtedly been accelerated as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic - Passengers need real-time access to data in order to safely and efficiently plan their journeys,
and to stay connected while on the go. In contrast, traditional information channels simply cannot keep
pace with data demands and are too expensive to maintain / update; they also can’t support a two-way
conversation between passengers and operators while the journey is in progress. GoMedia’s digital
solutions can collect in-journey feedback from customers while on board, generating invaluable data for
understanding the evolving landscape of passenger routines, sentiment, and mindset.

Matt Seaman
CEO, GoMedia
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delivery
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ongoing

monitoring and management of your solution.

services.
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“Morning Brian, your 6.45am

“Special Offer: Save 25% on

“Welcome to the Station. Your train

“Your train will depart from Platform 4. Your

train is on time”

coffee on your train today ”

is due to depart in 10 minutes”

reserved seat is 3A in carriage C”

PRE BOARDING

PRE TRIP

Transit Transfer

Onward Trip

YOUR TRANSFER
TICKET

ONWARD
CONNECTIONS

Surveys & Feedback

YOU: Fantastic service, I

Assistance

Shopping

Book a Taxi

HOW WAS
YOUR TRIP TODAY?

Share My Ride

Onboard Entertainment

Journey Information

WELCOME
ONBOARD!

YOUR
JOURNEY

had a great time, thanks!

POST TRIP
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ON BOARD
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Connecting to feeds from multiple APIs, GoMedia’s solutions keep passengers informed with live

GoMedia’s Transport Accessibility solutions help passengers who need assistance while on the

arrival and departure times, as well as multi-modal onward journey options. Accessible via

go. By providing timely, accurate information via a passenger’s smartphone, our services allow

mobile web portals or in-vehicle screens, journey information is stored locally on the vehicle,

people with visual and hearing impairments to travel with confidence, helping develop transport

allowing it to be accessed even when there is no onboard connectivity. We call this our

systems which can be enjoyed by all.

Personalised Passenger Information Solution (PPIS).

Frictionless Updates on the Current Journey
When planning their journey, passengers expect real-time access to journey updates and to be kept
informed on vehicle occupancy levels; this provides certainty and helps minimise the time spent waiting in
a public space for a suitable service. The ability to make passengers aware of any issues gives them a
degree of control and reassurance; though never good news, if passengers know why delays occur, they are
more likely to be understanding.

“30% of disabled people say that difficulties with public transport
have reduced their independence.”

Source: Scope UK – Travel Fair Report

Assistance for the Visually Impaired
Using GoMedia’s innovative accessibility solution, passengers with visual impairments can be guided via
instructions provided via their smartphone. For example, a passenger’s phone can visually direct them to
their platform and on to their vehicle. Once on board, a passenger’s phone can display estimated arrival
times for their journey and inform them once they reach their final destination. GoMedia’s solution is fully
compliant with the latest accessibility standards and supports voice-over functionality.

Assistance for the Hearing Impaired
Easy Access to Live Onward Journey Options

Passengers with hearing difficulties can be fed announcements via their smartphone while they travel -

By tapping on their stop via the GoMedia portal, passengers are able to view live departures by rail, bus,

These updates can be delivered either as voice announcements, or as text / push notifications. The solution

tram, plane or metro. Making this type of information easily accessible for passengers reduces the reliance

saves passengers the effort of deciphering announcements made over a vehicle’s PA system. Furthermore,

on staff to handle enquiries, allowing them to focus on other aspects of their role. Further empowering

it negates the need for hearing loops to be installed at stations or on vehicles, reducing operational costs

passengers, it’s possible for those travelling to book taxis, or to find out about local events and attractions.

and making it far easier for passengers to receive the information that they require right away.
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The popularity of Mobility as a Service (MaaS) has necessitated proactive communication in all

GoMedia’s platform can be utilised as a means by which passengers can communicate back to an

modes of transport; delivering timely, personalised messages to passengers facilitates an

operator or other relevant contacts as they travel. These supplementary services offer a further

enjoyable, seamless experience.

way to enhance the passenger experience, while also delivering a range of operational and safety
benefits.

GoMedia are able to integrate with a client’s control centre to send messages directly to passengers
travelling on a particular service. Pre-boarding messages can be sent to selected customers offering them

Share my Ride™

discounted beverages or the opportunity to upgrade to first-class; these bonuses can either be charged or
offered as a ‘surprise and delight’ treat. Once a vehicle is on the move, it’s possible to send passengers push
notifications relating to their journey or regarding scheduled engineering works, for example.

Passengers can share details of their journey with friends, family and / or colleagues,
via their choice of messaging platform. Having visibility of a journey can reduce
stress for loved ones waiting on a family member to arrive at a destination, or help
colleagues schedule the start time for an in-person meeting, for instance.

At Seat Ordering
Those travelling can order food and beverages from the comfort of their seat,
simplifying the passenger experience and creating additional revenue potential for
operators. The system can be configured so that passengers have their food delivered
directly to their seat, or so they can collect their food from the buffet car. GoMedia
can integrate with an operator’s EPOS and stock systems where these are available.

Report a Fault
Passengers are able to notify operators of faults encountered while they travel, such
as issues with toilet facilities or electronic charging points. In order to simplify the
reporting process for passengers and the response process for operators, GoMedia
When delays occur, operators can turn a negative experience into a positive one by providing passengers
with coupons for complimentary snacks, free movies for those stuck on a broken-down vehicle, or an

can automatically amend each report with details of the vehicle (and, when relevant,
carriage) that the fault was discovered on.

automatic refund to passengers before they even leave the vehicle.
This capacity to send and display messages to passengers was effectively leveraged by many of GoMedia’s

Contact the Police

clients during the COVID-19 pandemic, reassuring travellers of their personal safety. Messages could be

In case of an onboard incident, travellers can contact the Police for help quickly via

sent to passengers notifying them of what to expect ahead of their journey; once on board, travellers could

the GoMedia portal. Messages sent using this functionality automatically include

be shown safety videos via the on board portal, kept informed of when the vehicle was last cleaned, and

details of the vehicle and its calling pattern, enabling the Police to intercept it if

messaged with reminders to wear a mask and maintain social distancing.

required.
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Offline Content Delivery
Specifically designed for the transport industry, GoMedia’s studio-approved Digital Rights Management
(DRM) solution allows content to be accessed by passengers, even in periods where there is no connectivity
to the vehicle. This “content-first” flow is critical for operators whose vehicles travel through geographical
areas where connectivity is an issue (e.g. tunnels or remote rural environments). In short, passengers can

GoView, GoMedia’s core portal platform, delivers an industry-leading onboard entertainment

watch great content on their smart devices, even if there is no external connectivity available to the

experience, allowing passengers to watch Hollywood movies and popular TV shows, play games,

vehicle.

read bestselling eBooks, digital newspapers and magazines, and listen to audiobooks and other
spoken-word content while they travel.

Remote Content Updates
An entertainment service can only be successful if its content is kept up to date, otherwise regular
passengers will quickly become bored. All GoMedia solutions can be deployed remotely with no need for
visits to vehicles.

Smart Delivery
From using depot and station Wi-Fi, to LTE, ethernet and more, content can be synced in a variety of
different ways. System rules can be put in place to meet specific operator requirements; for example,
content syncing can be programmed not to happen during peak hours if operators prefer to assign the
entire data capacity to passengers during these periods.

Bespoke Content and Interface Design
News and weather clips can be sourced from reputable broadcasters and updated in near real-time during

Unrivalled Content Partnerships

the day. It’s even possible to offer client-produced or sourced content via the GoView platform. Each portal

With many years’ experience in broadcasting, the GoMedia team has access to the widest range of content

is custom branded according to a client’s guidelines, can be translated into multiple languages, and can

from the leading rights owners across the globe; we take advantage of this wealth of expertise to tailor

feature banner advertising and pre rolls before the content.

content packages designed to meet each client’s specific needs.

Data-Driven Analytics
Delivered Direct to Smart Devices

Analytics can be used to curate and improve the user experience. By analysing usage data, it’s possible to

A huge bonus of GoView is that all entertainment content can be streamed directly through a web browser

see what types of content passengers are looking at and use this to further optimise the travel experience.

on a passengers’ own smart device, whether it's a smartphone, tablet or laptop – This means there’s no need

A tourist on a longer journey may well be more interested in streaming media content, while a business

for passengers to download an app, and no requirement for operators to install or maintain seat-back

traveller on a short morning commute may be more likely to want quick access to up-to-the-minute news,

screens.

for example.
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Gathering passenger feedback is key to improving passenger satisfaction. By gauging the
sentiment of someone travelling on a particular vehicle, an operator can gain accurate and timely
data. Using this data, issues can be resolved before they escalate, allowing operators to improve
the products and services that they offer.

Vision is GoMedia’s passenger feedback and sentiment analysis solution which enables transport operators
to access measurable and actionable feedback that they receive from their passengers. Those travelling on
vehicles are able to provide feedback in a myriad of different ways. Simple multiple-choice questions allow
passengers to quickly express their views using happy face / sad face emoticons, and surveys can be
created to add additional layers of information, delivering further valuable insights. Additionally,
passengers may be encouraged to give free text feedback, which can be analysed using a specialised AI-led
system.
All feedback is tagged with the vehicle and service that a passenger is travelling on. This enables operators
to build a clearer picture of which vehicles, routes, time periods and / or staff consistently encounter the
same issues, so that services in need of a particular focus can be identified. Passenger satisfaction scores
can be tracked via a dashboard, and an alert tool can automatically warn of any priority issues that need
addressing.
Finally, GoMedia can assist operators with enhanced data about their passengers, further driving rider
insight. This information can be anonymous or include personal information (subject to local data
protection legislation and passenger opt-in). Taking advantage of this data, operators may offer bespoke
services to passengers that show certain usage patterns or meet specific criteria.
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We were responsible for developing and deploying the world’s first onboard passenger Wi-Fi service in
2003, and over the last two decades have seen it become a standard component of the contemporary
passenger experience. In the same period, we’ve established a track record of consistently identifying and
meeting society’s future mobile connectivity requirements, developing more than 30 patented technologies
as part of our steadfast commitment to innovation.
At the core of every Icomera solution is our 5G-enabled technology platform, which delivers the fastest,
most reliable and secure Internet connection available to a moving vehicle, and supports a wide range of
digital applications which increase passenger satisfaction, enhance operational efficiency, and improve

Trusted by the Best…
We work with leading transport brands, content
owners and technology providers, have developed our
own trusted technology developed specifically for

safety and security. With the ability to offer end-to-end solutions “as a service”, we build a team around
every client, taking care of everything from planning and design, to installation and ongoing support.
We have the reach to operate locally in territories around the globe, and the scale to build a solution that
works in every situation. Leveraging over two decades of technical experience, we continue to lead the field
in creating pioneering, industry-leading solutions for our clients.

onboard use, and achieved several industry ‘firsts’,
including being the first company to put Amazon

Icomera is headquartered in Gothenburg, Sweden, with main offices in the United Kingdom, France,

Prime on a train. We have received ISO 9001 and ISO

Germany, Italy, the United States, and Canada.

27001 certification for Quality and Information
Security, and our innovative solutions have won many

To find out more about GoMedia’s solutions, contact enquiries@gomedia.io

awards for our clients.
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